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Introduction

Attempts to register space gravitational ivaves have been

made in a number of countries for more than a quarter of a c$ntury. Differeirt
modifications of Weber's massive mechanical oscillators have ldeen used for this
purpose [ - 3]. The importance of these studies consist in thei attempt to con-

firm, first of all, one of the most essential corollaries of the $eneral relativitty
theory and, secondly, to provide new channels for gaining inf;ormation on the

Universe, It is thus necessary to design a highly sensitive receivel for the registra-

tion of weak gravitational waves which are transmitted by a hifpothetical spar;e

sources and reach the Earth. The radio-physical foundations o{this problem are

laid down by the school of V.B. Braginsky [4,5].
The present paper tackles the problern of further improv$rnent of gravitia-

tional wave receivers by increasing their band range along wiih keeping of in-
creasing their sensitivity. A resonance gravitational waves recei]ver is considered.

A mechanical oscillator with a quality factor q" x !01 - 1010 i$ used as an aerial
sensor, which provides a high level of the eigen fluctuation noifes. The expected

frequency range of the basis types of space gravitational source$ is -f < l0' - n 0.
Hz. The information on the shape of the expected signal is of sfecial interest frrr
Astrophysics. Hence, parallel to the receiver sensitivity, the prQblem of rcalizing
a wide band range recording is of special importance.

Diagram of the gravitational wavep receiver

The diagram of the gravitational wave repeiver is shown in

Fig. l, consisting of: HQMO (GS) - high quality mechanical ofcillator (gravita-

tional sensor): 4-FEMPS - 4-frequency electro-mechanical p{rametric systeml
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4-FPA - 4-frequenrcy parametric amplifier; pG - high freqrfency pumping generator:
DPA - degenerate panametric amplifier; FC (x2) - frequpncy converter (doubler);
SRO - system for oscillations registration.

for damping down seismic, electromagnetic and othei rloise effects, clristurbing
the receiver functrioning.

4-FEMPS
4-FPA

l ro,

Fig.2. An idea of the design of a gravitational wave receiver
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Fig. l. Diagram of thc gravitational wave receiver

4-FEMPS is to compensate the elasticity of the gravitational sensor
HQMO (GS), which provides practically an frequencv 

f 
ndependence of the im-

pedance and of the tnansmission coeffi
tional wave receiver within its working
low noise amplification of the received
to noise, DPA is a second parametric a
a low-noise amplifrcation, damps down t
of 4-FPA. PG provides a direct high fr
It supplies DPA, too, through FC (x2).
higher than the frequency range of the
cluding unit SOR of the gravitational w
ing of the HQMC) (GS) eigen free osc
identified on such a background. parallel to ttre basic prfblem, SoR is a system
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To state things more r;lear, the idea of the design of a gr{vitational wave
receiver is given in Fig.2" A mechanical oscillator with mass dand differential9-'--_ -_-

coefficient of elasticity K stands for HQMO (GS). rhe transfprmation of the
mechanical oscillations into electrical ones is performed by a dapacitive sensor
Q directly switched to HQMO (GS). The capacitive sensor
the oscillating system CLR which, together with the pumping

an element of
PG and

on line with HQMO (GS) realizes negative elasticity and I parametric
amplification, combining the functions of 4-FEMPS and 4-FPA. For a definite
set-up of 4-FEMPS, its reaction to the mechanical modulation dt C is expressed

with an input general complex admittance IZz
The noise-generating properties of IA, HQMO (GS), 4 FPA and ATI'

by an introduction of an equivalent negative elasticity and an eduivalent friction
in the mechanical oscillaror HQMO (GS) [4,6-9]. In this casd 4-FpA lacks a
definite parametric element, whose parameter should vary withlthe high pump-

theory of parametric systenis. However, the
through the capacitive senspr C causes the

ence combination frequencips, which deter.
mine the CLR system character as a 4-frequency parametric aniplifier (4-FpA).
DPA can be designed by employing a bridge-balance circuit with high positive
input impedance and low eigen fluctuation noises [9-l l]. one Qf the soR pos-
sible configurations is given in [3].

Analysis of the noise characteristics

The well known electro-mechanical analQgies [12] can be
used to perform the analysis. They allow for the reduction of tfre problem to a
pure 'electrical' problem [3]. such analogies are: the electro-rdotive force €),
mechanical force, inductance +) mass, capacitance <+ elasticitf , resistance 6)
friction, etc.

An equivalent circuit of the gravit
noise sources, is given in Fig. 3. The equ
oscillator mass is expressed by the eq
resistance Go. The gravitatiortal senso
tive parameters {, C" and by the cond
is represented by the equrivalent condu
tive capacitance Co-introduced in the
c_eiver. The presen-ce of 4-FPA is out
Y p and by the complex admittance Y oaa , added due to the reriersibility of the
modulation - parametric interactions in 4-FPA[l l, l3]. Since a farge coefficienrt
of amplification of 4-FP,4, as well as of DPA, is expected to be aitained, DpA iri
presented, together with SOR., as an amplifying two-port unit (load) ATp (L),
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(L) are characterized by equivalent effective values ofnoipe electric current genera-

tors {{* ,,,\iT",^llT. uva noise voltage ln and byja noise correlation admit-

tance l'"or, which are determined by.the followinj expressions [14,15] :

4o, = GGSN,Gos = Gc + Gs,4Np= Rel, N,fr, = GlrN,Fr, = R*rN,/---\
ll-t--ll-l

Y-, = ({t,;, ,lu'r;)/lU'*|, where A/
is the absolute temperature (for HQMO
(L>- T : Tr, A,f is the frequency band,
lent noise conductance and the equivalent
unit (load) ATP (L). The mark "r" deno
sibility of introducing additional noise in

FEMPS is taken iinto account bv includi,-
,li'*o . The additional noise, due to the re

due to the mutual cornbinational noise tr
bands I I I , I 3]) is expressed by means of th
(noise of type *I/f') can be neglected and their relative vJreight is considered to be
negligible, since, in 4-frequency parametric systems, they {re present as a rule in the
infra-low frequency region only, till units Hz [3,9]. l

It is not difficult to show that the use of 4-FEMPS pxpands significantly the
receiver frequency band as a result of the capacitance Cp full comperxation (i.e.

compensation of the elasticity of the gravitational sensor). For a positive detuning
- @r,
5=; of the oscillating system CLR, where @o,, tas the system resonanceaVp ' Ptl

frequency and Qo is its quality factor, a

troduced in FIQIvIO (GS) [4], with a co

the amplitude of the supplying voltage,

^Sand do are the area of the capacitor plates (the cafacitive sensor) and the

initial distance between them, respectively. It is obvioug tJlTat increasing the am-

plitude Uo for other intact conditions, a full compedsation of HQMO (GS)

eigen differential elasticity can be attained. The problenl is now to estilmate the
effective use of 4-FEMPS, regarding the possibility of ing the sensitivity of
the gravitational wave receiver within the significantly frequency band.

The necessity of equalizing HQMO (GS) frequency {haracteristic, including a
reactive parametrio compensation, can be shown by the equivalent elec-
tric parameters - see Fig.3. The high-quality mech nical oscillator has a
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strongly expressed resonance characteristic. The response of a system with such an

input selectivity to an arhitrary signal is always a sinusoid with a frequency, equal to
the resonance frequency of HQMO (GS) andradically different ffom the form ofthe
acting gravitational wave. The processing ofthe signal at the receiver output by using
such a frequency filter at the input is a difficult task. Really, tfoe output signal is
practically determined by the free oscillations of HQMO (GS), wliich are oscillations
of frequency co* and with random amplitude and phase. The diffprence between the
real record and the expected one, corresp
used in order to isolate the signal, carryin
lbrce. During the receive of a wide-band
partofitsspectrumisoforder Q' (Q is

too high and practically unattainable acc
isolate the whole spectrum. For instance,
needed to receive the whole signal spectrum, for Q" =10u. This
digit binary code. Modern gravitational sensors have as a rule
equalization of the amplitude-frequency characteristic is to be

to a23-
-l0ro. Hence., an

in order to
receive and process a wide-band range signal. The canonical to the solution
of this problem, in accordance with the detection theory, to use an optilnal
filter. Ifthe character ofthe expected signal is that of white noise, the optimal filter is
to posses an amplitude-frequency characteristic opposite to th{t of HQMO (GS).

Such is rejecting filter with the same quality factor Q and its {esign is practically

difficult, due to the impossibility of satisf,ing the requirements for parameter stability.
We consider a simpler technical solution. HQMO (GS) freduency characteris-

tics of transmission can be given in the following fonn:

- to"
where 5 =;;, al, is the signal frequency of the range of giravitational waves

using 
8vo 

independent operations: (i) a removal of the neak 
fn 

the transition

Uand !l of HQMO (GS), and (ii) a correction of the frequency characteristic. llhe

first operation supposes damping of the HQMO (GS) eigerf free oscillations

expected. The frequency transfer charac

quency characterlstic can be solved by
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and this is the most often performed in SoR by the use o{ a self-adapting systenr

which compensates oscillations with frequency at* inthe output units of the gravi-
tational wave receiver. The compensation is realized on the lasis of a generated os-
cillation with the same frequency and a
second operation is supposed to be perfo
ceiver. Here we mean the cpmpensatipn
sensor(see Fig.3), when ol(C" - C *_l =
(GS) is close to I and it cai be speiifred 

i

since the following condit on is fulfille d: atL,(Go+ G" + G ) ..t, which is re-
ated to the extremely wea interaction between'thi gravitaiioiil wave and matter

kou(co) =' 
I l

late! !o the extremely wea interaction between'thI grav"itafiof,i

HQMO(CS)
-i - 

+r'eups - -i t- 
- +rpn - -- I -- -,-ierpriiu{i' -.-;

Fig.3. Equivalent impedance - noise circuit of gravitational wave recei{er

lated to the extremely wea interaction between'the gravitafioiil wave and matter
(atLGu<<l) and to the high quality factor ofthe gravitationalisensors ( alz"6, << I ).

Since the system lacks impedance matching,
circuit in Fig.3 can be determined as

the nfise coefficient of tlre

(l)

where

Y,

YL
I

-2u-'*lrr,,,(U;, *v, +v, *y)rr)|,
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F*rlto, +lir+Yo

.*ltu", +t', +v,*Y*.1' -zl

I/u is the total complex admittance of IA and HQMO (GS), IZ, is totalcomplex

admittanceintroduced by 4-FEMPS into HQMO (GS). The (t) can bre

rewritten as

(2\

F=l+ 
*- 

Fur"rrr*.

F =l+*. Fo-,rrrr*-

i;,,)f 
,

GorN

i",,(";r-rv, +v,

effect of the irr-

noise coefficienrt

of the considered gravitational wave receiver takes the form

(3)
U'zNe Gor rG, +Go Guaa

4rT,A,IGo,

. 
Xl@., 

+ G, + G, - G,oo)' - zlv",,(v., + G, + -Orrr)lf
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Yo,

Fig'4. Equivalent impedance - noisJ circuit of the 4-liequency pararjreric amplifier (4.,FpA)

To deterrnin " ifl" we use t
FPA, given in Fig"4, wherb G is the
R (see Fig.2). Considering that the ca
gravitational sensor HQMO (CS) with a
the band ofthe expected gravitational w
Ccan be linked with voltage onto it through the followirfg complex matrix equa-
tion: l

Here I p ?nd ^u o are the complex amplitudes of the cuirent and .the v.ttage.at
the pumping frequencv. (D' under which pG is functionfng, i*,U*ana il,U_
are the complex amplitudes of the currents and the vciltages at ihe summary

(.o*. =o, *o.,) and difference (ro- =@ r-ol") combinftion frequeo.y,."rp".-
tivelv. l

(4)

i,
i_t-

i_

u',0=n,+l .n.l+l'

The admittance I'u:,I/s* and yr- are in fact theltotal admittance of the
circuit in Fig.4 at the frequencies a p,@-* and rrl_, respebtively.'-'-- -- P',--.+ *rrs w-

If we express the currents I ^,1. and i

The admittance I/,,r.,Y;. and V- are in fact

Pt'+
equation (4) as noise currentsEe Fig.4) i, -, J(*,i_l+ J;rquation (4) as noise currents.(see. Fig.4) I 

" 
_

and a noise voltage LI o + rlU'*, we obtain

and thb voltase ir
-. 

t-i'*o,I*1,+ 
^l 
i'*-,t

b voltaee itn the matrixt:+ {1;-

I

where D is the determinant of the matrix in (4), and D,o,D* and D_ are the
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respective algebraic complements.

Considering that the generalized

from the matrix equation (4) as

(6) Y^

input adrnittance of f-FPA is expressed

Io D
=-,Up Dp

,7)
+ 1;l

l

(7)

we obtain the following expression for the

4-FPA:

total input noise purrent f *o-oroof

and {o,,0, given in Fig.3,

V, n- rro = f'*o1',,1' = itr, + f .l+l'

(8)

r.€., the additional noise current, introduced by 4-FPA, is

-&.ad=r'..11' .*l+l'
It is obvious that the sum of the admittance Yu

are deterrnined as: li o + Yuuo = i -,, - (Yo, * i, + V r)

Estimations and conclusions

The paper discusse.s the idea for etiminpting the radical de-

fect of the gravitational wave receiver, that is, the receivef extremely natrrow

band, impor"a Uy the requirement for an extremely high sensitivity. The study

proposes'to eliminate this defect by performing a compensption of the capaci-

iance (the differential elasticity) of the gravitational sensor through a negative

capacitance (a negative differential elastisity). 'llhe latter ip to be created and

iniroduced in the gravitational sensor by a 4-frequency eleptro-magnetic para-

metric system.

An approach to study the receiver noise clraracteristips is outlined' How-

ever, the following considerations are to be additionally laid down.
parallel to the negative differential elasticity, positivg effective friction is

f the gravitational sfnsor (that is shown

rmines the occurrerice of an equivalent

essence of this effedt, however, consists
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in the fact, that the effiective noise temperature of the mechanlcal oscillator decreases

equivalently and become 
", 

T"rr=!. In the terms of the ,drectricar 
ransuase, the

equivalently and become 
", 

T"rr.=f. In the terms of the ,drectricar 
ranguage, theYP

spectraldensity ofthe introduced additional noise current 7 l

Qn

t in the sensor equivalent
circuit (Fig.3)

0" = 2rr s't

is giverr uv, 1 x KT,Gnlro,t-s 
c)

instance,

the introduced noise.urr",ri ?*iil U"

@ p = ZnlAro s-r and

Itcan be shown, on theI
basis ofequations (4), (5) and (g), that the detuning ofthe electrome-
chanical parametric system, c.reatilg negative capacitance (nelative elasticity), causes
a negligible increase of the eigen fluctuat'e rrsErrlBruri rlsrgase or me elgen fluctuat
ofa super stable 4-frequency electro-mec
tive capacitance (negative differential el
using a super condructing resonator a
autotuning.

tive _ th 
a way for exploring and anafyzing such a perspec_

chanica ;lH:J".$,"n 
in fhe gravitatilnal, high qualitty, me-

receiver sensitivity. It is obvious that
characteristics, including a full speci
line approach, an opposite transition
formed by using electro-mechanioal anal
tational seilsor be entirely (and quantitati

, V.l. p a n o v. - Syserls with small dissipation.

D o u b o s h i n s kll. - Electropromishlenost

ve sensor - spectrumj analyzer. RB patent
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IlpnerraHnK Ha rpaBHTauI,IoHHI,I BfrJIHI4

C qea cr,rJlHo pasrrruprBaHe Ha rrec ATA JIEHTA HA

[pneMHr{Ka Ha rpaBr'rralluoHHu BbJrHr,r 6eg csqectBeHo BJro

qyBcTBhTerHocT e npeAnoxeHo Aa ce KoMrIeHc
(q u$epeH q vrar*ara eJracrr rr Hocr) ua rparurauuoH H r,It HK C NOMOI{TA HA

a eJracrr4quocr),orpr,rqarelreH l(aaaunrer (orpr,rqareJrHa 4u$epeuqr,rar
rrpoH3BeAeHa or 4-qecrorua eneKTpoMexaHfiqHa napa HqHA CHCTEMA.

Ha6elngau e [oAXoA 3a H3cJreABaHe Ha uryMoBHTe Kn Ha npneMHHK

BAHE HA HEIOBATA

pa KanauHTerbT

TBCH MEXAH]4qEH

4-.recroreH
Ha rpaBLrraIIHoHHt4 BbJrHI,r, CbCTaBeH OT BI4COKOKaq

ocrlnnarop, 4-qectorHa eJreKTpoMexaHHqHa napaMerpuqHa
napaMeTpHr{eH ycHnBaTeJr, r43poAeH napaMeTpurleH yc lt cficTeMa 3a

perncrpaqsr Ha rpenreHurra. llscreABaHulra Ha o TEJ]HI,I CJIEMCHTU

(rcounoneuru) u perar?rBHu $nruuecru eQerru, npo FtH OT pa3J|I,rqHI,I

aapa6ornaHe HaaBTopr4, ca o6eAnueHu B eAHa o6ula KoHqe[qut 3a

txHpoKoneHToB BHcoKorryBcrBnrereH IIpI4eMHuK Ha rpaB HH BbJIHH.
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